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On Best Simultaneous Approximation 
in Normed Linear Spaces 
PIERRE D. b'fIL!vlAN 
In this paper we consider the problem of simultaneous approximation of a 
subset F of a Ranach space B by elements of another subset S C R. Results are 
obtained on the existence, uniqueness, and characterization of best simultaneous 
approximations. 
1. INTROOUCTI~N 
Several authors have studied the problem of simultaneous approxirnation. 
Dunham [8], Diaz and McLaughlin [6. 71, Ling ef al. [13. 141 considered 
simultaneous Chebyshev approximation of two real-valued functions defined 
on the interval [0, I]. The problem of a best simultaneous approximation of 
two functions in abstract spaces and with respect to the /,, norm. I .< 11 ,:I m, 
has been discussed by Phillips and Goei et al. in [IO, I I, 151. The paper by 
Holland et al. [12] deals with approximation of more than two functions and 
with respect to the supremum norm. Simultaneous approximation of one 
function but with several norms has been studied by Bacopoulos and his 
collaborators [I ]-[5] and later by Dunham [9]. In particular [ 13. 141 appeal 
as generalizations of [3, 91. 
The notion of simultaneous approximation is based on the following. 
The space C(F. B) of continuous functions from a topological space F into 
a Banach space B over the field k. where k : R or I, C and F C B, c,ontains 
the vector subspace A of all afline mappings from F into B of the form 
~‘(n.,,,(.f) A .,f f h, where h E B and X E k. We use the notation (A, h) for 
the function e(,,,). 
Let i: be a norm in A. We assume that F has more than one element and 
that 
(0. h),lk == c, . h !n for some C, E R and all h c B. (1) 
It is easy to verify that assumption (1) on 1 I~, is equivalent to the following 
property. 
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An element .s* E S, where S is a subset of B, ib a best approximation in 
I . j,, of an clement h c B by elements of S if and only if (0, s*) is a best 
approximation in i ,[- of (0, h) G A by elements of the subset {(O. .( ) - A >uciI 
that .c ES; of A. 
A best i I.-3imu!taneous approximation of F C B by elements of S (- 8 I\. 
by definition. an element s” -c S such that 
pi Iii. 0) (0. .(.)I p 11.0) (0, 3”) t (21 
Exattl~?les of’ Ifi. ~z~lriclt safkjtes i I). Let B L- L,,( 7: /II,). I p Y. . 
FCBand I’ L,,(F, UZ~J, I y . M_. Assume that for every e( ,,,,,) 
respectively. 
,I .I; iI 
I’ ‘t ( ,,.i,) >(I’) 11 (l) l?(t) ” t//r?,(f)) h,(t) Y. (1-j . I 
Equation (3) (respectively (4)) defines a norm in A. k-or e\el-) /I B 
e(ll,iJ ‘L(I.1 c, I/ I, x (‘(ll,r,) /I:(V) , where Cl (/nJF))“‘~. 
The following construction generalizes the example of ‘! :,-(‘.) @en by (3). 
Cotntructioti. We define a natural mapping p,, : C(F+ B) --f C(f. R) by the 
formula (p,{@)(f‘) 2. ,i @(j,isn . Let Ii be a subspace of C(F. 58) which contains 
the functions p+(,,,,) for every r(,,,?,) FI .A and the function e(f) I. Let 
‘/ . / y be it norm on G’. 
The norm I ,, is monotone if and only if for any two functions d, and Jr 
from G’ the inequality 0 $(f) : II,(j) for every ,/‘t F implies d, , 
; $ ~ ,. If the additional restriction (b J, implies ~ 4 !I,. {/I , . then wc‘ 
call 1, ; i strongly monotone. 
It is easy to verify thal for cvcrb monnt~~nc ,) the equation 
defines ;I norm I (, , in A. Moreo\ei-. li)r cbery h t B (‘lll.l,’ /.(I, 
C, 1’ h ,, where C, 6, 
Ru;ur/, I. .A direct generalization of : l(,.j allokk~ one to construct 
examples of norms in C’ Span pllfA) C C(F. R) with different properties of 
monotonicity Namely. 
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it is easy to verify that for every monotone /j . ijl. in Y the equation 
defines a norm in V. 
It is easily checked that the monotonicity of I; :iV(,) for cvcry :X E X implies 
the monotonicity of I/ (IV. If, in addition, for every 4, $J il: V such that 
d, + #I and 0 ::< +(f) ; $(f) f or allf‘~ Fthere exists an LY E X with ;i (b 1 I.(,X~ --.I 
1: I,!J / ‘.(,,I and if j/ . llY is strongly monotone, then !/ III, is strongly monotone. 
The main features of this paper are 
(I ) characterization of a best I . ii,.-simultaneous approximation of F 
by elements of a closed subspacc SC B (see Section 2): 
(2) reduction of the :! It,-simultaneous approximation for some jl: 
to an approximation of some single element c E B (see Section 3); 
(3) existence (see Section 4) and uniqueness (see Section 5) of a best 
I,,,-simultaneous approximation under some very general assumptions: 
(4) exhibition of circumstances under which nonuniqueness of a best 
j ,,(.)-simultaneous approximation takes place, provided B is ;t strictly 
convex Banach space and I/ jj,, is a strongly monotone norm (see Section 5); 
(5) an example showing that uniqueness in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 in 
[ 1 I] dots not take place in the case of V F, (see Section 5). 
The author is most grateful to Professor B.N. Sahney for inviting him to 
the University of Calgary in November 1975 and for the introduction to 
new results in the area, which enabled the author to produce this paper. The 
author would like to thank Ivan Kupka, Hugh Miller, and Rudi Mathon for 
the help they gave in writing this paper Hugh Miller made a number of 
useful observations on the original manuscript: in particular he pomted out 
an error in the proof of statement (a) of Theorem 4 in the earlier version. 
2. CHARACTERIZATION OF A BEST II +-SIMULTANEOUS APPROXIMATION OF 
F BY ELEWWTS OF A CLOSED SUBSPACE SOFB 
We shall make use of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. (a) A is a complete topological space iti the nom iI . IE: 
(b) For every TV E k and v E B* the,forrnrrla O(u.s)(e(h,b,) == t.~ . h + v(b), 
,+4ere e(,.,) E A, defines a bounded linear~firm-tional on A, 
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Prooj’ Note first that for h i’ 0 
Assume C, _, 0. Let us choose a Cauchy sequence ((h, , 6,)j.>1 in A. From 
inequalities (8) and (9) it follows that {h,,),>t and {6. ,>) n>I are Cauchy sequences 
in h- and B, respectively. Let h lim,,, X,, E k and b :m lim,,, b, c B. Since 
lim n~a i (h, h) ~ (h,( . b,)l, =- 0. Hence, the completion of A by i 1- coin- 
cides with A. It remains to prove C, ..I 0. 
Suppose C, 0. For every E ;-- 0 the inequality I,( I, -- bj)i.i: + t, ,j I. 2. 
implies lb, --- b, iR + (2 t/C,). Using the completness of B we obtain 
(-) jb e B such that ;,( I. /f),,E I.. 6; ;’ (11) 
c (I 
Therefore there exists an s* E B such that r,( 1. -s*),,~~ 0. Hence,/ xx 0 
for all ,f‘~ F and, consequenrly, F is the one point set Is*;, which contradicts 
our assumption that the cardinality of F’is greater than I This proves C, :‘- 0 
and statement (a). 
To prove inequality (7) let us mention that (8) implies 
and (9) implies 
Therefore 
Combining estimates (12) and (14) we obtain (7). 
The main result of this section is 
THEOREM 1. Let S be u closed subspace of’ u Bunach space B. Thc~r a/l 
element s* ES is a best ‘; . ,--.sirmffaneous upprosimcrtion of F by S ifund OU[I. 
if there exists n ,fklctionul r t B* .vrch that i’(s) 0 ,for euery s c S 
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Remark 2. When B is a strictly convex Banach space, S is a finite- 
dimensional subspace of B, F {,f;;&] C B and j! . j/P; == j/ lc(r,). Theorem I 
ih a strengthening of Theorem 3.2 in [IO]. 
ProoJqf Theorem 1. As an immediate consequence of Lemma 2. I and 
the well-known characterization of a best approximation of a point by a 
closed subspace S of B (see page 18 in [ 161, Theorem I. 1) we obtain a func- 
tional @c,~,,, E A* such that 
(I ) O(,,,.)(e(,,,,,)) 0 for every s E S: 
(2) j @(u,T)(,‘p -T- 1 : 
(3) @(,‘,,.,k(,,“, -- q,,,9) = ii(f, 0) - a s*>iiE 
Therefore P(S) 0 for every s ES. 1, @(U,t,rli,ql .= 1 and ,U - p - r’(s*) : 
@(g..i.)(ec,.,,j ~ e(,,,+)) J= il(l, - .s*) II: . To prove suphGti I ~h c(b)/!’ (1. h)l!, == 
!’ @(P,l.jiilA it remains to show that C, 2 j; u jjB*. 
To prove C, > li u II,- we choose for every E > 0 an element dc E B such 
that ’ I: ~~ /Ic ]‘B* j < E and !I Q’~ IIn == 1. For every X =L 0 / IL -I- ~(&‘h)! -.- 
p .. (I ‘A) i r IIx* ji -: E:/ X . The condition ‘/ (Dc,,,~J!‘.,,~ :~m I implies 
(16) 
Therefore in (16), letting h converge to zero and using (IO), we obtasn 1 I<: 
( I ‘Cl,‘! I: llB. -- (e/C,), and consequently C, > ]l 11 i ,,* 
The remaining part of inequality (I 5) follows directly from inequality (7) 
putting :’ @c,~,~, !‘..I. = 1. 
3. RED~~CTION OF :I ./!E-S~~~~~~~~~~~ APPROXIMATION FOR SOME " :E TO 
AK APPROXIMATION OF SOME SINGLE ELEWENT CE B 
The main result of this section is 
THEOREM 2. Let s* be a best approximation of some single element 
r c B by elements of an SC B. An element s * is a best j/ $,-simultaneous 
approximation of F by elements of S for every SC B if and only if 
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for all (h. 17) f, A and a nor-m . : ,, in W. which is strictly monotone as a 
function of the second coordinate. 
Renurrh 3. It is easy to verify tllat an element c (the center c(F) of /‘) in 
Theorem 2 is uniquely determined by I; and 1. in 4. 
Remarh 4. Assume that F‘ 1,1,:12;. I. in B I: B(A C B I.. B) 
satisrics 1,c.j; f,)!‘, / ( j2 .,f;);, for a11 ( f; .,f.i) E B (- B. -the center c(F) 
exists and that an element s* of ;I best ,-siniuitaneous approximation of 
F by elements ot‘.S B is unique. Then l-(/F) :c.f; ,/,). Indeed. an clement 
c(F) is uniquely determined by 
(I. r(F)) f [Id; (1. \) f (18) 
Also. for (’ ;( f, I,) 
(I. (‘)’ I (A(./; /,I. A(./, I,)) ,, 
Ai! (;(,f; -J2, - .s. :c.r, - ./I) -- S) ,. 
( -I) (;(,f; /,, s. ;cj, f,) .S)! d 
Ic’x.f; a s. ;c,/, J;) s):, 
= 11(1, - c + S>liE . 09) 
Therefore c(k-) L’. This problem has been studied by Phillips and Sahney 
in [15] in the case of a Hilbert space B and ,(,2)-simultaneous approxi- 
mation. 
Proqf’of Ti7eotm1 2. The “if” part is easy. Assume c(F) t B is the ccntcr 
of FC R. Then i,( I, s);;,, . s E B. is ;I strictly monotone function 4 of 
1s ~~~ c(F); /j; i.e.. ;( I. -. .s) 1,. #(I~ s c(F)~ H). For every r ;-. 0 and u 0 
we denote r $(a;r) by $(r, a). Then. for every h = 0 and (/E B 
,, A (I. -c(P)) <- (0, r/)1,: L h . ;(I. .- cF) -!- (dh))l, =. $(‘h ~,’ tl’,). (20) 
Therefore $( X / . p ,) .I( h , f~ )I p . where p is a norm cn R”. 
Hence 
:(A. h), 1. h . ( I , - r( F)) ~~~ (0. h .- x r( F )); I. 
-:z ( hi,i h -I- x r(F):!.)1 p . (211 
It is easy to check that the assumptions of Theorem 7 imply the strict 
monotonicity of p as a function of the second coordinate. 
EXAMPI.~~ i Assume B is a Hilbert space. FC B, /rz is a measure on /. 
with ~rz(F) ., Y,, and I $ ~ . L,(P.ld . Then A is a Hilbert space in ~ L(b, 
and the equality 
(I. .S)‘Ii( V) /77( F‘) . (’ -- .s ; (1. c);;(v). (22) 
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where c r (I/HZ(F)) j,,fclm(f), holds. Therefore (,(fi-) c and 1 I P in (w” is 
given by 
,;(A, p)i,$ -- /ii(F) I p (I. ---c) &) ,I ,“. (23) 
In the case of F --- {./;:ji\ and 177(Ji) ::.. 177(fJ Eq. (22) is ;I main tool in [IS] 
(see Remark 4). 
EXAMPI-t 2. Let B L,(T. nz) and I-‘C B. Assume that for every’ (h. h) i- il 
(A. 17) EC?, ) SLIP /I /(I) h(r)1 d/ii(t) 7- (21) 
TEF 
Equation (24) defines a norm IEcl,) in A. rt follows from (I. O),,,(l,., 
Jj- SUPf6F .f(t>! &z(r) < cc that the functions .fl*(r) inf,-,f (t) and 
.jI. *(t) ~up,~~f(t) belong to L,(T, HZ). We denote I(,/-* -,/:..Y) E LI by c. 
Using the identity max{I a, I; I a, 1 ~~ A a, ~. a, : / 1 I n, ~~ a2 . where uI 
and n, E- R, we obtain 
t?CAMPLE 3. Let B ~7 L,(T, nz) and t;‘ == {f,)uC,Q,,--, C B. For every 
a -= (u,)~~ :;,cM 1 E R,’ we define a* -2 (n,,r),ijclv I E lwY by 
U.,” = U*(j) and ajx :z N,‘~ for every 0 .i-. (I !I I. (27,) 
By c E B we mean the function J’:.+li(f) for odd iv and a function L‘ E B 
such that ,f&r(t) ::.: r(t) I j’,TY(f) for even N. Assume that s E B satisfies 
j’L;,v ,1.,(t) :-: s(t) :: .J’~,b-I),l(r) for odd N and j’&,(r) s(f) -: ,f’T,(/) for 
even N. Equations 
hold. Therefore for )I IL- 0 and h == (1 /h) s Eq. (17) holds, where I’ in W 
is given by 
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However it is easy to verify that Eqs. (28) and (29) do not hold for all 
s E R. Hence the center c(F) of F does not exist. 
EXAhlP1.E 4. Let B L ,,( 7’. /II), I.‘ ;.f,),,-., ..\ -, C 5 and C’ I’,, 1 
p ‘. DC. We assume N to be odd for /I 1. By Gt( B) we mean the set of all 
subsets 5’ C B such that S -- {s E B such that s(t) t D,], where {Dt),cT is a 
family of subsets of R. The following statement allows one to reduce Ij ;.,.(, )- 
simultaneous approximation of F by elements of SE ‘!I(L,,(T, IN)) to in 
approximation of some single element c,,(F) E L,,( T, ~1). 
In the proof- of Proposition 3. I we shall make use of the following 
@,,(a. v,,(o)) &l$ @,,(u. .s), 1 -<: p’. lL. (30) 
l7a.s 0 uniqiie solutioii s,,(u) corrtifr~~0u.s~~~ depei7tlit7g 017 a E R’ at7d the ji/rrctio/7 
@,,,(a. s) i.s u strict!\’ n7onoton~~,/i~ilctio77 o/’ .s .x,(a)’ 
Proof. Assume 1 1’ c ‘2 and a,; , . . . s ’ _ a,,*‘. Then 
,,- I \’ 1 
((tf,rf.5) O&L -3) /’ . c a,i 
i 
,s I’ I 1 ,~ a (. .\ ” ’ I 
(31) 
, 0 1 I/ 
Jn particular. ((c/~Bv) @&a, .s) or/ 5). Hence .sI(u) uI(+, 1~ (:V is odd) 
and @,(a. .s) is a strictly monotone function of .r s,(a) 
For 1 11 . . . 17~ @Ja, s) as a function of .r belongs to Cz(W\,U,~,,’ cl,) and 
((tl”,ids”) @,,)(N. s) 1’ . ( p I ) CD,, &a, S) 0. Hence Eq. (30) is equiv- 
alent to ((&c/s) @,‘,,)(a, s,,(a)) 0 for I .” [? . 0~’ and the lemma is proved for 
1 p .’ zc For p Y; the lemm;l follows from the equality 
Proqf‘of’Pro/,ositiol7 3. I Let (c,,(f))(t) s,,((,f,*(t)),,., .V ,). The functions 
f,*(t) belong to L,,( T. IN). c,,(F) is measurable and 1;,*(t) ,.: (c,,(F))(r) -: &‘.,(t) 
for I /I CL>. Hence (.,,(t,-) E I.,,( 7; /iz). 
For ece:\ .s, and s2 E !e ,,( T, ~7) we put .c,,( () .s,(r) in ca:;e s,(r) r,,(/-‘)(/) 
: .S,( / ) c,,,(F)(t) and \YC put s:,(t) .x,(t) for other I F 7’. Assume .c,: .x, :tnd 
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f:, -.;. s, . Then, using the strict monotonicit) of @,(a, s) as a function of 
.s s,,(a): ? WC obtain 
!I 7 0) ..- (0, .Fh(L,,) --’ y;q !I( 1. 0) -~ (0. .s,) k(l;,) + 
Proposition 3.1 follows immediately from inequalities (32). 
Remark 5. Let us mention that c,(F) j’&.-lj and c, (F) frc./;,* r;*_ 1). 
4. EXISTENCE OF 4 BET '. ~~E-S~~t~~~~~~~~~~ APPROXIZIATW~~ 
The following notions are important for the problem of existence of LI best 
-simultaneous approximation. L 
The weak topology induced on a Banach space B by a set C+‘of cont.inuous 
linear functionals on B we call the W-topology. 
We call a subset S of B locally W-compact if and only if the intersection 
of S with every ball in B is IV-compact. 
We call a subset S of B W-nice if and only if the intersection of every 
closed convex subset of B with S is closed in the IV-topology. 
We use the notation Spans for the closure of ~IIC linear hull of S C B. By 
id: Spans -+ B we mean the identity operator. 
kl\at?2ples 01’ Locally, It’Xompact aid W-Nice Subsets o/’ B. Every closed 
convex subset of a Barrack space B is closed in tire If’-topo!ogy with LV’ B”. 
because every convex closed set D C B and point h k B’,D arc scparablc by ;I 
bounded linear functional z: E: B” 117, p. 581. if .Y is a Banach space. then 
fi ,I+’ is locally E-compact with EC; XC -Y’* B4 (17, p. 661. There- 
fore in every reflexive fhnacl; space B every ball is B”--compact. Ak. CVCI-y 
compact subset in B is w-compact. tlencc, :I xt S is locally CV-compact and 
C1-nice if: 
(1) S is closed in the M/-topology. id”( LV) (Spans)” and Spans is a 
reflexive Banach space (for example, SpanS is a uniformly convex iS:rnach 
space). In particular Spans :-- L,,(F, nz), wliere I < /I <. zs: 
(2) S is a locally compact subset of B in the ~ rn topology and the IV- 
topology is Iiausdorf?’ on S. 
Renrark 6. Let J: B + A be the naturai embedding, .Jh 1 EC,,,,) Due to 
( J) J is an isomctry module multiplication by a constant C, . The mapping 
.I”: A’ -+ L3” is the restriction of @ t- Ax to R and J*( IV’) C M’. where 
II ” (J ‘) ’ ! Wj. The Hahn-Banach extension theorem implies J”( )#“‘I j+,. 
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Therefore .I: B ---t J(B) considered as a mapping from B in the W-topology 
into I(B) in the W’-topology is a homeomorphism. 
WC shall make use of the following 
LEMIA 4. I. I,L’~ S he CI lo~ulir W-cwtnpact am/ ti’-t~ice szthsct qf B. Tl7e77 
rite subxcl J(S) qf.4 is locull~~ W’-compact. x+tere W’ (b*j -’ ( W). 
Yront. Let us mention tirst of all that the inlersectron of a ball D,. in A of a 
radius I’ and center (A. tl) E A with J(B) is a convex closed subset of J(B). 
Using Remark 6 and the fact that S is a W-nice subset of R we obtain that 
J r(Dl n J(B)) is :I convex closed subset of B :tnd J-r(L), r\ J(S)) 
J l(L),. n J(B)) n S is a closed set in the W-topology. 
In addition. the inequality 
implies that the intersection !I,. n J(B) is a bounded subset of J(B) for every 
t ’ 0 and (A, d) CT ,-t. 
Now the W-compactness of./ ‘(D,. n J(S)) follows from the inclusion 
PD,. n J(S)) C D,(B) n S. (34) 
where K R(r, A, tl) (r ~/ ; h / C;,);C, , r/i,,< and D,(B) is a ball of 
radius R and center 0 in B, and from the closedness of J-r( D,. n J(S)) in the 
W-topology. Hence. using Remark 6, I>,. n f(S) is W’-compact. 
The main result of this section is 
THEOREM 3. Let S be a locally W-compact and W-twice subset qf u Barlach 
space B. Then,/& ewry I; C B and /i . it sati?fj9itlg (1) there exists a best ~ jit- 
sitntrltaneous approximatior~ of F by elments of S. 
Rutlark 7. Theorem 3 is a generalization of Lemma 2.2 and PropoA- 
tion 4.1 in [IO] and Theorems 1 and 2 in [12] about the existence of a best 
1 /‘,(,u,-simultaneous approximation in the cast when F is a compact. The 
restrictions on B and S in [IO, 121 are: B is a strictly convex Banach space 
and S is :I finite-dimensional subspace of B, or B is a uniformly convex 
Banach space and S is a closed convex set. 
Proqf. TO prove Theorem 3 we consider the intersections with J(S) of 
balls in A of radius r and center (I, 0). For every r > inf,sF,Y j~(1, 0) ~- (0, s)i c 
:: Y,), the set D, n J(S) + .3 and is W’-compact (see Lemma 4.1). 
Therefore the intersection 
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To complete the proof it is enough to mention that every point of 0 CJ(S) 
considered as a point of S realizes a best Ii . ‘/E-simultaneous approximation 
of F by elements of S. 
5. UNIQUENESS OF A BEST /’ . IE(V)-S~~~~~~~~~~~ APPROXIVATION 
The following example is typical for nonuniqueness of a best / !:Lw)- 
simultaneous approximation. provided B is a strictly convex Banach space, 
S is a convex subset of B, and ” ILP is a strongly monotone norm. 
EXAMPLE. Let V : L,(F, nz) and B be a strictly convex Banach space. 
Assume the following. 
C.1, For some 6, - 6, , 6, and 6, from B, f’ F, u EJ*. where FI C 
I, (h E B 1 3:~ E R, Y $ 1 such that h =m IY iI +-- (I ~~ X) k), F, C I2 
{h E B 1 3 a E R, u < 0 such that h ,z . 6, -k (1 ---- X) I??:. We use the 
notation I jh E B i 3n E R, such that h ~~ Y 6, !- (1 - ,I) 6,: and I 
/,,(I, u A). 
Assume nz(&) : m(F;,). Then the function &h) =: ‘I( I, --6) I~:(~,) is constant 
on I. 
Remark 8. The above example for FI -: f,j;j and E) {J.?J contradicts 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 in [iI] in the case of V z= FJ 
The following examples illustrate notions which are important for the 
problem of uniqueness of a best II . jttv)- simultaneous approximation. 
EXAMPLE OF STRONG MONOTONICITY. The L,(F, m)-norm, I .< y < CD, is 
;I strongly monotone norm if and only if the support of the measure m is 
equal to F. 
DEFINITIOI\;. The norm /j . 111’ is strictly monotone on V at a point 4 E V if 
and only if for every Z/J t V’ the inequality 0 ::< $(f) < $(.f) for a11 ,f~ F 
implies II 4 1’~ < II SL I/V . II . IL is strictly monotone if it is strictly monotone 
on V at every point 4 E V. 
EXAMPLE OF STRICT MONOTONICITY. It is easily checked that the supre- 
mum norm is a strictly monotone norm if and only if F is compact. Moreover, 
if F is not compact, but for every b E B there exists f’ E F such that iif’ + 
b Il.9 = SUP&F III- + b Ile 9 then /I . Ijy is strictly monotone on V at every 
point $I E pe(A). Tf the supremum norm is strictly monotone on V at every 
point $ E pn(n), then the following condition holds. 
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C.2. For every +, t‘ po(A)J 1, 2, 3, with ii 41 !,v .i 94 iLY i1 ds I 
and Lx E R, 0 -.i a. i I, such that 0 < &(J‘j :; cc (bt(f) -L- (I -. i) . (6.&j-, 
for al1.f‘~ F. there existsf’ i; k- satisfying &(f“) Mf’) $w’,. 
Indeed, strict monotonicity of ;, I’y on V at every point d, E pB(if) implies 
lhe existence of an .f’ E F such that 
Therefore, using ‘j 4, ,I. 1, & il. ,/ 4z1 jll. , we obtain &(j’) <1: . y!#‘) -. 
(I - R) $,(./‘) and, moreover, 4J.t’) :I 4, , I, .i I. 2. 3: i.e., $,(f”) 
M’, -:- 43(.,‘!. 
Condition C.2 also holds in the follo\ving two examples. 
(1) ;.,,I. is strictly monotone and strict14 convex. iii particulnr ihc 
L,(& irr) norm, whcrc I <; ,O c: c.. 
b%iMA 5. I. (a) Let B De u slrictly C0we.Y Bmach sp7Ce and 1’ I,. he a 
StJWJ’l& i7JOJ7OtOJle NOJ’YII. rf the fi.lWCfiOiJ t$(/7) I,( 1, ~ b)!:,i,., is UJOi sf~kl~~~ 
c0nce.Y 01~ B, I/Jet? C. I IJolds ai7ti (I, is slrictly Coiwes on B:,l. Mortww. $ is 
linear on I. Jf’ I/ is u strictlv COIII:C.Y BuiJaClJ space, tl7eiJ A is .tlric,t!v Coirw~-. 
(b) Let B be CI stricf!v COIIW:L’ BUTJUC~J space uml ,I . i 1, be a JJJotJoto1Je 
norrH. AsswJle c.2 hohh. i%?fJ,for cmer!‘ r 0 t/JejimctioJz d(b) ~7 (I. h)~ ,,ci ) 
is sfricti,l. Cot7ce.~ OPJ S, {f? E B I 4th) 1.1 (T B, i.e., (b(,x f/, :. (1 Y) f7,) 
A) d,Cb,), 0 * . . L i 1, j%r er!crd* h, ; il, ) h, i/.Jd /I, 
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Proof qf Statement (a). For every ‘1. /3 t k and 0, t B,,j == I, 2, the 
inequalities 
1~ cc(1, 4,) t- pc1. -b,)&,-) ipn(‘k(l. --0,) -r pc1, ~/?,,)~pr~ 
. . ‘X1 . p/At 1. -fh)) -c p j Pn((l, --b,))l,. 
.. .I , (I, -b,)lii-(r, -~ i/31 “(I, - b&i:(V) 
follow from the monotonicity of 
(37) 
,,I- 
Assume that function $ is not strictly convex on B; i.e., that there 
exists x E W, 0 < E -:I I, h, and h, from R. h, -: 6, such that 
d(N . b, i (I -~ U) . bl) -1 qqb,) -L (I !X) . &b,). (38) 
Then setting @ -- I ~~ x in (37) and using the strong monotonicity of : ,, 
we obtain 
,k ,I II, ,j -7 (I A) ,l,f’ - h,;,i f’-- (x. h, -( (1 ~~ a\) 6, iR (39) 
for overyj’c-r I;: Therefore for every,fF F’there exists pI f k such that 
I’~~ /I, p!(.f ---- b,) or ,f ~~ h, 0 (40) 
(p, - I as b, -4; h,). Since ,I pr -.- (I ..- 01) 7 :\. ,L; ( I ~~ a)! (by 
substituting (40) into (39)), pLr is real and positive. Putting C, t !/(I VT)) 
we obtain / E/ . ifI -,- (I ~~ •~1 h, _ ej : 1 or t, 0. Hence C.1 holds 
with 
6, 17, a n d 6, -. : h, _ . (41) 
Notic,: that the equation xi!. --h,) -L (I ~~~ \)( 1. h,)‘,,.;(,., :
“‘;(I,--bJI:(Y) t-(l-~LY).l(I, h,) ;i:(l.) coincides with (35). Thercfore, using 
the triangle inequality for I: ;I,(,) . WC obtain (38) for all 0 + . 1. Hence 
$(b) is linear on I. U/c have deduced from (38) that the elements of I-, 
4 h, , and 6, --: h, belong to the same real line I in B. Hence (38) holds 
only if 6, E 1. j = I, 2. This proves strict convexity of $(b) on BlI. 
Assume now that /! r. is strongly monotone and strictly convex. Let 
‘/!A, , f/J ~I- (A, . a!~.!j~(~~) GA, . rl,)llL(rq -‘, ,(A, . CL) I;(!‘). 
Using (42). the strict convexity of 1’ l&T and 
(42) 
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for every/E F. Since ,B is strictly convex, for every.1 E F- there exists p, c i, 
such that 
Ui (I1 -2 /.q(h, ,I' -:. d2) 01 AZ,/‘ -;_- d,J :- 0, (45) 
Since p( 1 I pLi I, pf is real and positive. ,4lso. the strict convexit) 
or ;I . j;pz implies the existence of v E KY such that either 
/I X*l 4 : /T 18 ,: A,/’ d2 ( H for all,f’r For A,/’ tl, 0 for ail [= F. (46) 
Combining (45) and (46) we obtain that either (A, 1 tl,) and (A,, d,) are 
linearly dependent or the cardinality of F is I. The latter contradicts our 
assumption that F is not a one point subset of B. This proves statement (a). 
Prc~$qf’Slalerr~~t (b). Assume that the function & is not strictly conves 
on S,.: i.e., there exist .l -: X. 0 .’ 1 I. h, and b, in 5. h, h, such that (38) 
takes place and r #b,) ,t(,/f. Let $,(f) I‘ h, i3 . i 1. 2. and 
4:J.l’) ‘f- (L.hl. (I J ,] Then 
#I 4 siv +(I~/?, !-(I k) /h) &h,) u/,, ‘V , i -- I. 3, 
and (47) 
0 ’ cM.t’) k . $J,(.f, / (1 k) 6Jf‘). 
Applying C.2 we lind j’ E I: such that 
Therefore. using strict convexity of / 1 ,) . wc obtain /I .f’ in, .- f’ ~- /I~ ’ . 
hence h, /A? , which contradicts our assumption. This proves Lemma 5. I 
The main result of this section is 
THEOREM 4. Let S be a convex strbser $a stricti)* cowex Banach space B. 
(CL) If’ 1 ‘1,’ is srrong1.v tnonorone norm, then for ever). F C B eirher rite 
set S* qf‘all best 11 . il,,c~,-simultaneolrs approximalions qf F hjj S is a one poinf 
subset of’s or S* is an interval and C. 1 holds with .S* = T v {b, ; 6,:. 
(b) If’~I . I’~. is monotone and C.2 holds, theta ,jtir ecer!. F C B there exists 
at most otw best /, ,I,~~,-simlrlraneolts approximation qJ’F h,~ elements of‘S. 
Remark 9. Statement (h) of Theorem 4 is a generalization ot 
Propositions 3. I and 4.1 in [IO], Theorems I and 2 in [I 21 and Theorems 2.1 
and 2.2 in [I l] (see Remark 8) about uniqueness of a best i/ . i’l:(l.l- 
simultaneous approximation of F by elements of S in the case when F is 
compact and 11 !jV is the supremum norm (in [I 2]), or F is a two point subset 
of B and Y :m: /], (with I .‘- p cc rx; in [I I] and J> ~: CG in [IO]). The restric- 
tions on 5 and S in [IO-121 are: B is a strictly convex Banach space and S ib ;I 
finite-dimensional subspace of B. or 5 is a uniformly convex Banach space 
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and S is a closed convex subset of B. Our assumptions on B and S allow B 
to be a strictly convex Banach space and S to be a convex subset of B. 
Proof~$ Theorem 4. To prove Theorem 4 it is enough to mention that 
the strict convexity of the function 4(h) - I (I, 0) -- (0, /I) I,.cV) on A’,. = 
{h C- B 4(b) =- r] and the convexity of S imply the existence of at most one 
best approximation of (I, 0) by elements of the convex subset J(S) of il. 
Hence. statement (b) follows from Lemma 5. I(b). 
‘PO prove statement (a) assume S* contains two elements /I, and h, . 
h /I, Then 4 is not strictly convex (because b i* . 0, .;- ( I I) ‘h, 
t s for all Y, 0 -:. ,r 1. and d(<k . h, ( I 1) h,) ::.I t &it,) -I- 
(I I) &h,) it&,, 4(s) $(<I /I, ( 1 A) b,) imply Eq. (38)). 
Therefore (see Lemma 5.I(aj) condition C. I holds, (f, is strictly convex on 
B’,/. and Q; is constant on 1. Moreover, (;, h, E 1. i 1, 2 (see (41)). Hence 
S” C I. Since S” is convex together with S, S” is an interval. Choosing /I, and 
h, to bc the ends of S* we obtain S” I u [c;,. ; k;. 
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